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TACSIM Media Group – The Next Evolution
With our commitment to deliver more to our members, we have
decided to expand our capabilities by supporting more events,
producing more videos, raffling off products, releasing more time
sensitive information, and increasing our focus in the social media market by transitioning to an online magazine.
By increasing our social media footprint, TACSIM will be able to
quickly spread the word on quality tactical products, upcoming
events and excellent training opportunities. We greatly appreciate the feedback that we have received that has helped shape the
direction of the TACSIM community.
The development of online resources has proven highly effective in communicating and interacting with our members. Not only
will we be able to interact with our members more but as a community we will be able to support manufacturers and event coordinators in getting the word out of new products as well as providing feedback for improvement.
Not only will we offer online access to TACSIM Magazine, but
we will also offer individual issues on both iTunes, and Amazon
for Kindle readers. We are also
in the process of setting up a
forum for use by our members
to discuss various aspects of
tactics, equipment, and weaponry. There will be both member
and non-member sections. Our
goal is to continue to interact
with our members.
With this goal in mind, we are
expanding and looking for those
who are interested in representing TACSIM at local events, and
to review products. We have a
lot of opportunities out there for
our members. Please contact
Mark Anderson at mark@tacticalmilsim.com for more information.
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came into contact with, as well
as testing ballistic packages and
designing new concealable and
tactical carriers for FCA. While
working for FCA, I put myself
through the municipal police officers’ course and graduated in
2003, I left FCA in 2005 and I
was hired full-time in 2006, and
I have been a police officer ever
since.
In 2000 I started working with
Jody Eberhart (Jody worked as
the Mid-Atlantic representative
guess the best way to start for a police supply distributor
this article is to introduce the near Harrisburg and was with
characters and establish their the PA National Guard), and
bona fides. My name is Doug Jody has also has been a servVan Der Pool and I’ll give you ing part-time police officer since
the Readers’ Digest version of 2000. Jody was activated after
my work history. I retired from 911 for a long duration and was
the US Army in 1995 after serv- replaced at his place of employing 21 ½ and I started my “cor- ment, and when he left active
porate world” career with East- duty I was in a position (as the
ern Sales as a manufacturers’ VP of FCA) to hire Jody immerepresentative with Armor Hold- diately.
ings as my main client. During
I taught Jody the basics of
this time I became involved in
shooting
armor and we started
ballistic demonstrations for law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) looking at how the National Inand the military. I was hired stitute of Justice (NIJ) tested
away in 2001 by First Choice soft body armor (SBA). We felt
Armor (FCA) and started out as their procedure was antiquated
the Mid-Atlantic Regional Man- since they fired only six bulager, but was asked to be the lets/panel (this was based on
Executive-VP five months later. I a six-shot revolver and had not
truly enjoyed working with LEAs been upgraded for large capacand the various military units I ity semi-automatic handguns),
the ammunition they tested with
6

By Doug Van Der Pool

I

was 9mm ball and .357 MAG
158 grain SJHP (Level II) and
9mm ball and.44 MAG 240 grain
JSP (Level IIIA), and the distance they fired from was 16’4”,
yet according to published FBI
reports, most officers have been
killed at 0” – 5’ by the assailant.
In our minds, the testing standards were woefully lacking and
we wanted to test SBA to much
higher standards.
By 2004, Jody and I had
conducted over one hundred
ballistic demonstrations and
amassed a great deal of data on
high-threat ammunition that had
been reported to us by agencies like NYPD and Baltimore
County PD. NYPD was very
concerned about the aluminum
Aguila ammunition after hitting a
gang house and seizing a large
amount of the ammunition that
the gang was planning to use
against the officers. The Aguila
had been touted as being able
to defeat SBA and our tests of
the ammunition showed that it
traveled at an extremely high velocity (9mm 65 g @ 1,676 ft/sec,
.40 Cal 95 g @ 1,288 ft/sec, and
.45 Cal 117 g @ 1,208 ft/sec).
If you compare those velocities
to “police issue” ammunition,
such as the Winchester SXT
Ranger that was fired out of the
same pistols, you’ll see the difference (9mm 147 g @ 1,187 ft/

sec, .40 Cal 165 g @ 972 ft/sec,
and .45 Cal 230 g @ 870 ft/sec).
Baltimore County PD officers
informed us that Russian made
Tokarov pistols with a supply of
armor piercing (AP) ammunition
were being sold for “a couple of
hundred dollars” on the streets.
So I bought a Czechoslovakian
Tokarov and obtained both ball
and armor piercing ammunition
so we could test the ammunition
and its affect on SBA (Tokarov

86 g @ 1,415 ft/sec, and Tokarov 86 g AP @ 1,433 ft/sec).
We also tested other high-velocity/high-threat ammunition such
as Cor Bon’s +P, International
Cartridge Company’s frangible,
Winchester’s SIG .357 SXT
Ranger, as well as the most
popular “police issued” ammunition such as Remington’s Golden Saber, Speer’s Gold Dot, and
Federal’s Hydra-Shok just to
name a few (we were very lucky

to have funding for test ammunition because we bought everything we could find, including the
“exotic” hand-loads).
Jody and I then conceived
what we titled the “Closeness,
Hits and Performance (CHP)
Test” with the following protocols:
1. Ballistic Tests:
(a) The CHP test measures
the ballistic properties of the
7

calibrated digital caliper.
We used the CHP Test on
SBA so that we knew, without a
doubt, that the SBA was tested
and passed, our standards. As I
mentioned previously, I left FCA
in May of 2005, and Jody left
about a year-and-a-half later.

ballistic material by shooting the
panel at exactly twelve inches
(muzzle end-to-panel face).
(b) The CHP uses standard
weapons that can be found in a
police department, or used by
hostile personnel.
(c) The
test
requires
30-rounds be used, which exceeds NIJ’s 6-round test sequence.
(d) Rounds are shot at lessthan 2” between hits and lessthan 3” from panel edge, which
is contrary to NIJ’s testing rules
for “fair hits.”
(e) The test requires police
duty and high threat ammo to be
used which exceeds NIJ’s test
ammunition.
(f) The test requires that the
Level II ballistic panel be shot
with rounds that exceed NIJ’s
Level II ammo, i.e., Winchester’s
SIG .357 125 g SXT Ranger, Tokarov 7.62 x 25mm 86 g, as well
as NIJ’s Level IIIA test round
(Remington .44 MAG 240 g JSP,
and that Level IIIA be shot using Winchester’s SIG .357 125
g SXT Ranger, Remington .44
8

Jody called me in 2008 and
told me that he was now working for Protective Products Enterprises (PPE) and that he was
very impressed with their ballistic packages and that he was
“putting them to the test.” Since
then, Jody has been keeping
me “in the loop” on the testing
and performance of the products and he recently told me that
MAG 275 g Core-Lokt, and Tobased on PPE’s ballistic perforkarov 7.62 x 25mm 86 g Ball
mance, several SWAT Teams
and AP rounds.
have switched from using Level
IIIA SBA to Level II, which in turn
2. Testing Conditions:
saved them 40% of the cost and
(a) A 15” x 15” ballistic pan40% of the weight. If you’re not
el is used for this test. There
familiar with SBA, please keep
is a two-inch wide Velcro strip,
in mind that SBA is not design
which covers all four edges of
the panel so that the panel can
be attached securely to the clay
block. The inside, or shooting
area, measures 13” x 13”, which
is the size of a normal Large/
Regular male vest front panel.
No trauma packs/plates were
used for this test.
(b) The clay box used for
the CHP test measures 15” x
15” x 4” and is filled with Roma
#2 clay, which is the same clay
that is used by H.P. White and
other test facilities for the NIJ’s
certification process. The clay
was heated (throughout) to 920
Fahrenheit.
(c) All velocities were measured and recorded using an
Ohler chronograph.
(d) Back Face Signature
(BFS) was measured by using a

to, or rated, to stop rifle ammunition; ballistic plates must be
used to stop that threat. Therefore, if you have a Level II SBA
vest that stops Level IIIA ammunition, why pay/carry more?
I asked Jody to document his
SBA testing and who has been
involved, which he provided and
are included in his own words as
follows:
“I’ve shot the hell out of the
DX2 (Level 2) and DX3A (Level
3A) over the past 2 years. The
DX2 weighs in at 0.83 pounds/
square foot (psf) and is only
0.19” in “Thinness”. Under the
new NIJ 0101.06 requirement,
it is certified in all panel sizes
from C1-C5(*1). The DXF2 (NIJ
Female certified version of DX2)
has the same specifications as
the DX2(*2). The DX3A weighs
in at 1.18 psf and 0.27” in “Thinness” and it is a tank to shoot
at. This bad boy stops it all with
minimal BFS.”
(*1)Author’s Note: Not all
manufacturers are able to get all
of their panel sizes to pass the
new requirement (NIJ 0101.06).
I have verified that all PPE ballistic series (DX, GX, XP, and
LX) are certified in all panel sizes C1-C5.
(*2)Author’s Note: The PA
State Police chose the DXF2
NIJ Female certified Level II as
the top of the line Level II vest in
November 2010 after a 2 month
evaluation process of multiple
manufacturers. All seven female troopers chose the DXF2
over the other manufacturers
and rated the DXF2 the highest
scores for fit, comfort, and wear
ability. The PA State Police did

vest. Then, I have them shoot
four rounds in a 1” square location within an inch of the edge
of the vest. That’s ten rounds
of NIJ 9mm ammunition (*2).
Since the vest stopped all 10 NIJ
rounds, we’ll change over to the
9mm “Special Threats” ammunition, i.e., 9mm 127g +P+, Winchester SXT JHP; 9mm, 124g,
Speer Gold Dot Hollow Point
GDHP(*3). The Winchester and
Speer hit the hardest. If they use
Remington ammunition we’ll use
it also, but it doesn’t hit like the
Winchester and Speer. By the
time we do another nine rounds
of each of the “Special Threats”
bullets which are stopped on the
surface of the ballistic panel, for
a total of twenty-seven rounds
their own internal ballistic test- that are all within 1” to 1 1/2 “ of
ing and the DXF2 outperformed the edge of the vest and within
all the other manufacturers’ 1” of the other rounds. We now
samples.
have shot thirty-seven rounds
into the panel (thirty-six contact
“As I stated, at this demon- shots, and one shot at 2” off the
stration I shot the hell out of the panel).
DX2, putting seventy rounds into
one front panel, and I’m not talkThen we’ll switch over to
ing about shooting it from 16’4” the .40 Cal testing using 165g
away either. Either I or the offi- Winchester and Speer ammucers present shot the panel like nition. We’ll do nine rounds of
this: first shot, shoulder area, each for a total of eighteen more
within 1” of the edge of the shoul- rounds. That puts us up to fiftyder area, in the narrow ballistic five total rounds in one panel, all
shoulder portion(*1), with the along the edge of the vest, and
muzzle of the 9mm pistol about fifty-four of those rounds are all
2” off the surface of the panel, contact shots because police
using the 124g FMJ NIJ round, officers do business “Up Close
and the round stops on the sur- and Personal,” and if something
face. Then, we use the same is going to happen, it’s going to
round and make all the next happen in close proximity.
shots as “contact shots” with the
muzzle of the weapon buried in
Sometimes, by the time
the surface of the ballistic panel, they’ve shot this panel like this,
and within 1” from the edge of the officers are completely satthe panel. I normally let them isfied with, and confident in,
put about five rounds, all within PPE’s vest. But I like to continue
an inch of the edge of the panel, the demonstration so I bring in
and within an inch of each other, the “Big Dog” the 357 Sig on a
down along the top edge of the Level 2 vest (*3). We’ll use the
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.357 Sig, 125g, Winchester and
Speer Law Enforcement Hollow
Point Ammunition, and again,
five shots with the muzzle in the
vest with all hits within 1” to 1
1/2” of the edge and four shots
in about a 1” to 1 1/2” square.
That brings us up to sixty-four
rounds in one panel, sixty-three
that are contact shots and all
within 1” to 1 1/2” of the edge of
the panel(*4).
By now the impact of their
shooting the panel has made a
seriously impression, I let them
shoot the .357 Magnum at the
vest. First round about 3” off
the muzzle with the standard
NIJ protocol round and the bullet stops on the surface. Then
we’ll do four contact shots and
get the same effect. That brings
us up to sixty-nine total rounds
on one ballistic panel, and sixtyseven contact shots.
For our last shot we will be
using the .44 Magnum, 240g,
10

NIJ test round, and I explain that
the Level 2 is not tested or certified on the .44 Magnum, only
the 3A are tested using that ammunition. We’ll shoot the vest
with the muzzle 4’ off the panel.
The DX2 stops the round, but
the BFS runs around 50mm
to 55mm, and sometimes up
to 60mm of BFS. To me, I just
showed that this Level 2 stops
the rounds, and most police officers could care less about it being past the 44mm NIJ threshold(*5).

(*1)Author’s Note: This
portion of the SBA is at the top
of the front panel and goes
around your neck and up to the
top of your shoulder where it is
attached to the back panel. On
my present SBA, this area measures 2 ¼” wide. The reason this
particular shot is so important is
because the ballistic material
may stop the round from penetrating the panel, but crumple/
shift because of the force, which
will increase the BFS or could
allow the round to slide over the
I’ve done ballistic demon- face of the vest and penetrate
strations for NY/NJ Port Author- the officer’s shoulder or clavicle
ity; Pottstown PD; Lakewood area. If you ever have a chance
PD (and their SWAT Team) to observe a ballistic demonstraNJ; Northvale PD, NJ, Hudson tion pay close attention to how it
County Sheriff’s Office, NJ, Pas- is conducted. I’ve personally obsaic County Sheriff’s Office, NJ served “reps” shooting on cold
and both Chester and Montgom- clay (which reduces the BFS),
ery County ERT (C/MERT) are shooting the center area of the
currently wearing the Hornet in panel, using only the NIJ test
DX2 due to the shoot that we did. ammunition (no high-threat amThey are wearing stand alone munition) and only placing six
Level 3 and Level 4 plates.”
shots into the panel (because

that’s the way NIJ tests). You
should also pay attention to the
distance that the “rep” is firing
from. If you really want to have
some fun and “wind them up”,
ask the “rep” to duplicate some,
or all, of the shots that are described in this article. I’ve actually had several “reps” refuse
to shoot their armor after I did
my demonstration (Jody and I
always tried to go first because
we knew they wouldn’t/couldn’t
duplicate our demonstrations).
(*2)Author’s Note: This test
has already exceeded NIJ’s
number of rounds and “violated” NIJ’s rules regarding closeness of strikes and closeness of
strikes to the edge of the panel
(NIJ does not count anything
within 2” of the edge or 2” of another round as a ‘Fair’ shot).

Every time a bullet impacts on
the panel the impact pulls the
ballistic material around the impact and towards the impact,
which stresses the ballistic material of the whole panel and can
account for the variation of the
BFS. If this shot was made on a
“virgin” panel, the BFS would be
greatly reduced.

PPE are pressed Polyethylene
Stand Alone “Special Threats”
plates designed to be used with
concealable SBA. The 7”x9”
multi-curve
“SPEED”
plate
weighs in at 0.5 lbs. I’ve had
officers shoot it, Stand Alone,
with a 12 gauge, High Velocity,
Rifled Slug, 3 times, from 8’ off
the muzzle and not one round
made it through this plate. Most
I also asked Jody for specif- officers wear this plate and a
ics on the PPE ballistic plates, soft trauma plate in their conwhich he provided and are in- cealable vests, but SWAT teams
cluded in his own words as fol- have used this plate on the side
lows:
portions of their tactical vests.”

“I’ve demonstrated the capability of PPE’s Level 3 Stand
Alone (100% Polyethylene,
Multi-curve, 10x12, 3.2 lbs,
1.0” thick) plate, in this manner
for the NY/NJ Port Authority:
From 20’ off the muzzle, the NY/
NJ Port Authority fired fifteen
(*3)Author’s Note: Under the rounds of 5.56MM into the botnew NIJ 0101.06 requirement, tom half of the plate. Then, a
only the IIIA is tested with the TLRO (Tactical Long Rifle Op.357 Sig and the .44 MAG. The erator) with a .308, from 20’ off
Level II is still tested with the the muzzle fired four rounds into
9mm, 124g FMJ and the .357 the top half of the same plate.
MAG SJSP. All other rounds That’s nineteen rounds in one
on the Level II are considered plate from 20’ off the muzzle.
“Special Threats” rounds.
NIJ would never have counted any of the 5.56mm fifteen
(*4)Author’s Note: Jody’s rounds because six rounds were
demonstration has broken every within 1/2” of each other, three
NIJ rule (distance from panel rounds were within 1/2” to 1” of
edge, distance between bullet the edge, and a couple rounds
strike, ammunition used, i.e., hit on top of the others. These
ammunition not used by NIJ be- guys were impressed, and just
cause the caliber is greater than for kicks, took a 12 gauge entry
their test ammunition, or be- gun, 4’ off the muzzle, and shot
cause it is “Special Threats” and the top half of the same plate
number of rounds shot exceed- twice with 12 gauge High Veloced the NIJ’s six round protocol. ity Slug ammo. Not one round
penetrated this plate which was
(*5)Author’s Note: By the shot without any armor behind it,
time Jody shoots the Level II e.g., Stand Alone.
panel with the .44 MAG it has
already taken a brutal beating.
The “SPEED” plates from

I spent some time researching PPE’s products and these
are my thoughts… PPE makes
three versions of their male concealable carriers which appear
to be far more ergonomically
designed and manufactured for
overall fit, comfort, and flexibility. I personally like the design
and coverage area of the Python. Soldiers and police officers aren’t made with a cookie
cutter, and having carrier variations which address this issue is
a huge plus in my opinion. Having worn various brands of both
concealable and tactical armor,
I have come to really appreciate
a well designed vest that’s not
absolutely brutal to wear, much
less move and shoot in! You’re
probably thinking that their vest
must feel like wearing 5/8” plywood after reading about Jody’s
ballistic demonstration, but surprisingly the Python vest that
Jody showed me was very flexible and fit me well.
I noted that their Hornet
tactical vest is a “soup-to-nuts”
tactical vest with many options
and can be configured to an
individual’s or the team’s re11

quirements. You really should
consider the “adaptability” of
any tactical vest before getting
wrapped around the axel about
the “Gee Whiz” options. There’s
a very good chance that within
the vest’s lifetime (most armor
companies have a five-year
warranty that is based on their
insurance companies’ belief that
the SBA will degrade after five
years and become their liability)
it will be used by more than one
operator/officer, and if it can’t be
adjusted it’s going to be uncomfortable or an out-right liability
issue if it doesn’t provide protection. My department has a 2X
vest that we’re looking to trade
because the officer “swims” in it
(he needs a large) and there’s
no way to adjust it to fit him. I’m
also impressed with their Ambidextrous Emergency Release
Cable system, which they incorporate into both their Hornet and
Operator vest.

Fragmentation protocols. I liked
their Thigh Protection Platforms
because they thought to add
MOLLE on them to mount individual equipment as needed,
like zip-ties/flexicuffs.

able SBA designs, their functional tactical vests, and I’m impressed with their plates (I have
my own entry vest [Not a PPE
product] with front and back
plates and it’s a heavy beast.)
But the thing that impresses
Their MFAB (Multi-Function- me most is the ballistic reports
al Armor Blanket) is NIJ 3A and that Jody provided me with. As
offers more uses than a tradi- I stated before, I have shot a lot
tional hard shield. It can be used of armor, and a lot of other comas an entry shield, a stretcher; pany’s armor, and I have never
you can hang it on the door of seen results like the ones Jody
a police car and use it as bal- obtained, which is why I chose
listic protection for the driver or to write this story and make felstack behind it and use the ve- low soldiers and police officers
hicle for your approach. It also aware of the unmatched perhas a built in Rifle Threats Plate formance of PPE’s products.
carrier that can also be quickly My department’s SBA will hit
detached and put on over top of the five-year mark in 2012, and
whatever the officer is wearing I plan on suggesting that we
if they want to dump the shield strongly consider replacing our
and retain the plate carrier. Also, current vests with PPE’s.
it is manufactured with Velcro
along the edges so that if you
And if anyone is sitting back
have more than one you can put thinking to themselves “Yeah,
them together and create a larg- and what are you getting out of
er shield or even a barrier. PPE’s this?” I will confess, I asked Max
Their Operator tactical vest shield folds up into a carry bag to send me two of the new Comappears to be a cut down ver- that can fit right behind the seat bat Dive Supervisor badges
sion of the Hornet that provides of a patrol car or in the trunk. which they finally approved afa little more maneuverability with This appealed to me because it ter I retired. I do not own a PPE
about an inch less ballistics in doesn’t take up all the room as vest, nor am I being “compenthe shoulder and arm pit areas, a rigid shield, which gets beaten sated” for writing this article.
which would be ideal for narcot- around in the trunk of a police
ics, felony warrant, or any type car, and it costs less than a traIf anyone wants further inof team that needs more than ditional rigid hard shield.
formation, or would like to cona concealable vest (like having
tact the agencies that Jody did
the option of adding a plate or
I haven’t had the chance to the ballistic demonstrations at,
attaching additional equipment put my hands on their tactical please contact him at: (c) 406onto their vest), but less than a goodies, but based on the styles 690-1113 or abn007jle@aol.
SWAT vest. They also have a and features I saw on their web com.
front opening tactical vest called site I feel that PPE is tracking in
the Warrior, which has all of the the right direction (as opposed
same features of the Hornet.
to some companies who’s tactical gear looks like the stuff that
PPE has also put their own was around in the late 70’s).
spin on Ballistic Shin Guards
and Thigh Protection Platforms,
All in all, I’m impressed with
and the Shin Guards are NIJ 3A PPE’s efforts to go beyond the
certified, as well as meeting US normal, run-of-the-mill conceal12

Khyber Mountain Hybrid Boot

most comfortable boots on the market today, feeling more like a shoe than a boot.
(TR660, TR360, & TR960)
It offers the rigidity and support of a boot,
Brand: Tactical Research (Belleville)
but the flexibility and weight of a shoe. This
Color: Sage Green, Tan, & Black
combination has become a mainstay for
a lot of companies lately, but most of the
boots that strive to achieve this fall short
By Thomas C. Leitner
when it comes to durability. Not so with the
ood boots are hard to come by, often Khyber, which might have found the perforcing you into making a sacrifice fect balance.
in one area or another. Durability, comfort, flexibility, and support are all critical
The Khyber uses their “rough out
factors. When choosing a pair of tactical leather” for most of their line, with the black
boots, we are often left deciding which of model being the only exception. This is
these we are willing to sacrifice. The Khy- combined with Cordura fabric to make up
ber may just be the answer you have been the outside, and the Vibram “IBEX” outer
looking for.
sole. These need to be waterproofed, as
do any boots; but they do not come with
Belleville is one of the main suppli- water proofing agents already applied uners of boots to the military, and their other fortunately.
models always hold up well with the wear
and tear they are put through. This model
The Vibram sole is exceptionally well
is no different, but it does come with some designed with aggressive tread from the
considerable improvements in design.
toe to the heel, which has proven very
useful in slippery environments from moss
The Khyber is perhaps one of the

G
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covered rocks in the swamp to slick concrete floors in the warehouse that harder
soles would normally be slippery on. Their
outstanding grip comes from the softer rubber, which allows for the sole to have more
grip through a higher than normal area of
contact with the surface.
The flexibility of the sole is its key
strength, but also one of its weaknesses.
Due to the softer rubber used to make the
sole, it doesn’t hold up as long as harder

soled boots. As a result, the tread wears
down faster than normal but not to an extent that it would be an issue. If a resoling
is needed, it is not hard to find a shoe repair store that can do it for you.
The insole of the boot provides good
support, with a high arch and rear heel
support. This support goes a long way for
longer hikes and runs, and there is a noticeable difference in your back as a direct
result. Although they are great for support
and your back, they lack the ability to absorb a great deal of shock when landing
after a high jump or fall. This can easily be
fixed with inserts though, so it’s not that big
of a deal.
With the “rough out leather” models of
the Khyber, there is virtually no break in
period to go through. At first, there may
be some discomfort on the top of the foot,
but this is easily remedied by adjusting the
folds of the tongue so that they don’t dig in.
Once that has been done, they feel like a
dream. The black model is about the same;
with a break in period of about two days total time. A little stiff in the ankle at first, a
good run finally broke them in enough to
be comfortable.
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The Khyber does not come water
proofed at all, unless they have it in the
model designation as “WP.” This is obvious from the start, as they do have drain
holes on the inside arch of the boot. The
Black models do not have these drain
holes, however. Personally this is a benefit, as it allows for feet to breathe and dry if
they do get wet, as I soon found out. After
applying some water proofing to the boot, I
got to go on a 24 hour FTX that soon made
these boots shine with appreciation.

To my surprise, and to the surprise of a
few other members of my unit wearing the
same boots, our feet we dry and comfortable inside of an hour.

A combination of Smart Wool socks, the
material used in their “Combat Lunar Lining,” and the ventilation provided by the
drain holes worked their wonders. Usually you only find this level of comfort and
performance in high end hiking boots, but
these were proving to be just as effective.
As an added bonus, the lining also seems
The first part of the FTX started out to do a pretty good job of keeping your feet
with my unit going through a swamp, a warm, nothing spectacular but it does a
perfect way to start the day. Who needs better job than most combat boots.
coffee, eggs, and a gratuitous amount of
One of the better design implementabacon when you can just hump it through
a swamp? Well, at least I’m bringing bacon tions Belleville’s Tactical Research branch
next time. After going through the swamp, has added is the aggressive toe and heel.
I was thinking that this was going to be the The horizontal treading of the toe helps a
bane of the rest of the day. Luckily though good deal with climbing hills and keep tracI had worn some Smart Wool socks, one tion with the ground below, especially when
of the best investments I have ever made. running. The heel itself is one of my favor15

it was closer to a Desert Conditioned boot
and extremely light colored. After trying to
exchange them I got the Sage Khybers
in the proper size with great ease directly
from Tactical Research, which was greatly
appreciated. Their customer service representatives were fairly quick with processing everything, and seemed to be very interested in feedback from everyone; I’ve
As much as I love these boots, they are even noticed they are still making changes
not without their flaws. One of their strange as new feedback comes in.
characteristics is that they run a size large,
So far in the 6 months of usage with the
so if you’re normally a size 10.5(US) like
myself, you need to get a size 10. The first Sage model, some of the stitching on the
pair of boots I got in was the Tan TR360’s, sole of the boot has come undone. This
at a size 10 wide, which are my normal appears to be common, as 3 other pairs
size for combat boots. These proved to be have done had the same issue with some
extremely wide, more so than most other of my colleagues. This does not seem to
boots I have worn in the past. The color of be much of a problem though, as the sole
the boot itself was also a bit off for me, as has maintained its adhesion to the boot itite aspects of this boot, as it is reinforced
with an extended sole that rises about an
inch and a half from the bottom, and another layer of leather to protect the heel of
the boot when people kick off their boots
with the toes of their boots. Not only does
it help prevent the sole from detached, but
it adds traction when sliding.
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self, even under extreme use. Newer mod- friction.
els seem to have this issue fixed according
With three different pairs, all three have
to some user reviews, but every person is
had different upper eyelets. The sage
different.
green model seems to have the best eyeAnother flaw comes with the laces. The lets, smooth but still holding on to loose
laces seem about two inches too short on laces. Newer sage green models though
both ends if you wrap them around your come with the same eyelets as their tan
leg before tying; but after wearing them and Multicam models.
they tend to stretch out to be just about
The tan model (currently their Sage
long enough. The stretching is to be expected, but the laces themselves seem to and Multicam lines also) ones seem to be
be extremely weak structurally, after about the harshest on laces, as they are not dea month and a half they needed to be re- signed for speed lacing. Instead they are
placed as they were tearing through pretty designed to add enough friction so that
bad. This may or may not be due to the de- if the laces become loose or untied, they
sign of their eyelets on some of the mod- will not come completely undone. Some
els, which look deceptively like speed lace people have complained that this makes
eyelets but instead provide a great deal of it take a bit longer to tie, but your mileage
17

may vary.
With my Sage Khybers, I replaced the
lacing with OD 550 Cord, and I have no issues at all with securing my laces quickly.
With the Black ones however, I replaced
the laces with wax line, and they do have
some issues with securing quickly. I have
found myself loosening the laces time and
time again, and getting the laces to “set” in
place is difficult.

This could be because the Black Khybers (TR960) are designed slightly differently, with the first five eyelets made of
plastic, and the top four eyelets having a
two-piece construction of metal foundation
and plastic top. It is an odd design choice
and the through-way for laces is extremely
tight, adding to the difficulty of feeding laces through. The edges though are much
smoother than the other models, doing
less damage to the laces and extending
their longevity of useful life.
As I had stated earlier I originally started off with the Tan Khybers, but after the
aforementioned exchange to the Sage
model, I noticed one extra bonus. When lying in wait for an ambush during a training
exercise, my squad lost sight of me after
looking away. Due to the combination of
my camouflage pattern blending with the
environment, and the color of the soles of
the boots (also sage green, albeit not nearly as dark as retailer stock photos display)
the boots did not give me away. Most of
the time, purely black or tan/coyote brown
boots tend to stick out when lying in vegetation. Not the Sage Khybers, especially
after they have been worn in and “treated”
with the local flavoring.
After wearing the Sage Khybers for
a while, I decided to go out and buy the
Black model for everyday use, and they
have replaced my shoes as my main go-to
foot ware since then. I would have worn
the Sage ones, but by this point they had
looked so grimy that it would have raised a
few eyebrows, especially since I refuse to
clean them.
Overall these boots have proven to be
well worth their price, usually around $120140 depending on where you shop. Once
you have the laces swapped out with 550
or Kevlar cordage, you have a boot that is
built to last and perform, as well as bring a
smile to your feet.
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ESS Crossbows
By Gary Williams

I

and thought that it would be a great time
to try out the new eye protection system.
When I arrived at the range, I desided it was
going to be a Hi-Def day! I changed out the
lens in less than a minute and was ready
to head in to my lane. But something was
strange. I knew I had my eye protection on,
everything was Hi-Def, but I could barely feel
them on. When I switched over from my old
eye protection to my ESS Crossbows I noticed a big difference in weight and comfort,
but these new ESS Suppressors were even
better! They didn’t even feel like they were
over my ears. I never thought that there
After I got back, I headed out to one of my was a problem when I wore my Crossbows
favorite indoor ranges to get some time in with my ear cup hearing protection or when
I use them with my aviation headset, but I
have been sporting my ESS Crossbows
for almost 2 years now and I love them!
They are far and above my old shooting
glasses in weight and design. Why would
anyone monkey with trying to improve on
an already great design? At this years shot
show (2012), Linda Stark from ESS handed
me their new Suppressor Frame Kit and
told me about it’s niche for existance. My
kit came with the clear, smoke and Hi-Def
Yellow lenses, along with a retention strap
and a great case. I couldn’t wait to try them
out and see what the difference was.
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was feeling something new….. comfort.
Everyday at the range is a good day, but
this day was starting to be even better. The
design of the Suppressor line of eye protection is to allow ear cup hearing protection to lay flatter and seal better against the
head, thus allowing it to do a better job of
keeping the loud sounds out. It also keeps
the pressure on your ears to a minimum.
After shooting almost 3 hours at the range,
I went outside and took off my hearing and
eye protection. Big difference! The area
above my ears didn’t hurt and I think my
hearing protection worked better than normal. But hey, I could be biased, so I let
someone else try them.
In our test, we were only going to use the
on ear hearing protection. My victim, I mean
my helper, is a friend that I’ve taken out to
the range a few times, Paul Voorhees. He
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agreed to go out to an outdoor range with
me to test out a few shotguns and the ESS
Suppressor frames. I say victim because
even in the early part of summer here in Arizona, it can reach into the low 100°F and
you feel it. But we were at the range and
having a great time. Paul tried out my ESS
Crossbows first to see how he liked them.
His immediate reaction to the yellow lens
was WOW! He said that everything was
clearer and removed the glare, vastly improving his vision. He was amazed at the
lightweight and snug fit. They were night
and day better than any other eye protection that he had used in the past.
After about an hour during a cease fire, I
asked him about how the hearing protection
was working and he was fine with it. He
said that he couldn’t notice any problems
with the setup and it was pretty much what
he was used to. When prompted, he did

say that he did have some pressure areas
around his ears. He quickly changed over
to the ESS Suppressor frames. He was
very impressed that the new frames could
slide on or off right under the hearing protection.
We shot for about 2 hours and stopped
during another cease fire to see how things
were going. Paul said that he could hardly
tell they were on over his ears! He loved
it. He was so used to the pain from his old
eye protection that he had used and just accepted it as normal. He said that the hearing protection did fit much better with the
ESS Suppressor frames. The one piece of
advice that I’d give to anyone using the ESS
Suppressor frames is to use the elastic retention strap that comes in the kit. Without
the more heavy duty temple arms to grip
the sides of your head, the ESS Suppressor
frames will slide off much easier than the
ESS Crossbow frames.
After stopping for a few beers, we talked

about the ESS product and I told him about
the visual aid that ESS used to win me over
at the 2011 shot show. They had shot a
pair of their glasses with a 12 AWG shotgun using something larger than 7 ½ shot.
Nothing had penetrated the lenses. Paul is
a pretty accomplished at drawing and is an
up and coming tattoo artist, so he was very
happy to hear about that! His eyes are his
livelihood, so a few dollars more to protect
something so important was well worth the
price!
The overall review showed us that the
ESS Suppressor frames worked great with
the on the ear hearing protection that I use
mostly for indoor ranges, but also use at
outdoor ranges with people shooting very
loud caliber rifles or pistols. When used with
the elastic retention strap, they are also well
suited for most tactical situations. And as
Paul put it, when your livelihood depends
on your eye protection, they are well worth
a few dollars more.
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TigerSwan Offers Diverse Training Courses Curriculum
By James Sherrill

I

n our Summer 2010 issue we introduced
Last summer I had the opportunity to paryou to TigerSwan, a leading global stability ticipate in TigerSwan’s 1 Day Introductory Pisand training company, whose “Brilliance in tol Course.
the Basics®” training methodology forms the
core of its training program, and sets the stanThis course is a pre-requisite to attending
dard for others to follow in the industry.
the more intense and multi-day marksmanWhile TigerSwan offers Mobile Training
Team opportunities, the majority of its training is conducted at the TigerSwan Training
Collaboration Center (TSTCC), a 1,000 acre
training facility located near Fayetteville, NC.
The center features several multi-purposes
ranges, classrooms and Close Quarters Battle (CQB) shoot houses to support military,
law enforcement and open enrollment courses. Additionally, it has archery lanes, multiple
steel targets, and even boasts a Sportsman’s
Range open to the public for recreational
shooting on Saturdays.
TigerSwan offers a wide range of training
courses to include introductory and multi-day
pistol and carbine, concealed handgun carry, home and office defense, Close Quarters
Battle, and numerous instructor certification
courses.
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ship courses. From the beginning, TigerSwan
mentors reiterated they were not teaching us
advanced skills. As they say at TigerSwan,
“There is no such thing as advanced shooting, only perfect execution of the fundamentals under stress”.
The Introductory Pistol Course is designed
not only to teach students the fundamentals of pistol marksmanship, but to increase
their overall level of confidence and knowledge. Student skill levels range from those
who have never fired a weapon, to seasoned
shooters who want to enhance their marksmanship skills. Ultimately, it’s not about the
current skill level or experience of the student,
or whether the student is in law enforcement
, in the military, or a civilian concerned about
personal and home defense. TigerSwan is the
best in the business because they adhere to a

battle tested training and shooting methodology of teaching the fundamentals day in and
day out: ...“Brilliance in the Basics®”.
We arrived early at the training facility and
met a remarkable group of student shooters
from varied backgrounds, professions, and
shooting experiences. However, the one
thing we all had in common was a desire to increase our knowledge of handling a pistol and
to become better shooters. Without question,
we reached our goals.
The TigerSwan Cadre was professional
and focused and didn’t waste any time getting down to business. Before firing a round,
we received a safety brief and a class on the
proper handling of the weapon. We then lined
up at the 25 yard line and fired our first drill.
This shooting drill allowed the instructors to
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assess our skills and provide personalized to multiple shot and multiple target engagecoaching as we progressed through training. ments, extreme close quarter engagements
and a number of other drills.
The remainder of the morning was spent
shooting various drills concentrating on the
Another aspect of the training that I found
fundamentals of marksmanship. These drills extremely useful was learning how to “read”
identified bad shooting habits, established a the target: basically; assessing why each
baseline for the rest of the day’s training, and round hit the target where it did, and how to
provided instructors with the information need- make sight and shooting adjustments to tighted to mentor each shooter. We then moved en shot groups. Each miss has a story behind
to the 10 yard line to shoot again to measure it; a reason for the inconsistency. Whether it
the difference in our accuracy at the shorter is jerking the trigger, improper sight aligndistance. After establishing this baseline, it ment, or anticipating the shot, drills allow the
was non-stop firing for the remainder of the instructors and students to identify errors in
day. One drill after another, we practiced the their shooting. Once we corrected our flaws
fundamentals of marksmanship with individu- and honed in on the fundamentals, our accual shots, two rapidly aimed shots, and shoot- racy significantly increased.
ing under the stress of being timed. Once we
All in all it was an outstanding learning and
mastered the fundamentals, we transitioned shooting experience. The cadre was both pro24

fessional and passionate about their jobs, and
genuinely committed to helping us to be the
best shooters we could be. The sequence of
training was logical, not rushed, and intense.
I also liked the 1:7 student and instructor ratio which afforded plenty of personalized instruction. Range rules were followed to a “t”
and ensured every student learned in a safe
shooting environment. Lastly, the curriculum
is a proven methodology and all instructors
are on the same page. There is no “theory”
based training here, only combat proven Tactics Techniques and Procedures (TTPs).

drive home, I kept thinking about what TigerSwan’s CEO, Jim Reese, told me during our
interview last year. He said, “Regardless of a
person’s shooting experience, novice or veteran, they will leave TigerSwan having learned
something new.”
Those words kept ringing through my head
as I thought about where I started the day, not
being able to hit my A-Zone target area from
25 yards to hitting steel at 100 yards away. I
felt my time and money had been well spent;
and the knowledge I gained invaluable.

I left the TigerSwan training center with an
To learn more about courses offered, visit
entirely new level of confidence and under- www.tigerswan.com.
standing of how to use my handgun. On the
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U.S. Optics SN-3 TPAL Scope
by Ross McDonald

I

n the world of high-end rifle optics, when you
truly desire or need a custom application, there
is really only one place to turn, and that is US
Optics.
US Optics has been designing and manufac28

turing exactly that since its humble inception in
1990 in the garage of John B. Williams, Jr. Using the expert input of professionals with military
and law enforcement backgrounds, the company
quickly expanded and has satisfied numerous military and law enforcement contracts including the

refurbishment of over 150 aging Unertil scopes
for the US Marine Corps.
The company offers an extensive range of optics, from close quarters battle sights all the way
up to large-caliber extended long-range systems.
Each of the scopes is completely custom configured to the purchaser’s specifications, and the options are staggering. One can choose the objective size, main tube diameter, parallax adjustment,
elevation and windage turret types, reticle type,
magnification range, illumination, and even eye
relief. The list of available accessories is amazing
as well, from bases and rings to sunshades and

anti reflective devices.
Customer service from US Optics is outstanding. I have personally dealt with them and own
numerous of their products. Their website has
been recently improved, allowing the customer to
preconfigured his scope. You then deal directly
with one of their very helpful and knowledgeable
staff to guide you through the rest of the process.
I have dealt with Jeff F. and Becky on numerous
occasions and have always been treated professionally and ethically.
The subject of this review is the US Optics
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SN-3 TPAL 3.2-17x44 variable
				
power riflescope with the EREK 17.7MILS windage
Elevation turret and the US #1
Reticle:			M I L
Windage turret both with 0.1 MIL DOT
graduations. It is also equipped
Price:				
with a MIL Dot illuminated reti- Starting at $2290.00
cle.
My editor Mark called me
and said he had another projSpecifications:
ect for me, so I headed out to
Manufacturer:		
U S his place to see what he had
Optics
in store. When I arrived, Mark
Model number:		
SN-3 handed me a box that I am very
TPAL 3.2-17X
familiar with, that of a US Optics
Finish:				 scope.
I personally own two
Matte Black
others and love both; one is a
Magnification:		
3 . 2 - USO ST-10 the other is a USO
17X
ST-17. Upon opening the box
Objective:			 I found a beautiful USO SN-3
44mm
TPAL 3.2-17x44, an optic that I
Tube Diameter:		
have coveted for a while. Trying
30mm
to control my school-boy-like exWeight:			
citement, I told Mark that I would
2.10lbs
see what I could do with it.
Length:			
16.50in
The features of this scope
Eye Relief:			
are impressive and well engi3.5in
neered by US Optics. Scope
FOV@ 100 Yards:		
body, eye piece, objective hous25.3-8.3
ing and any and all other body
Adjustment Range:		
parts are made with 6061-T6
20.5MILS elevation
aircraft aluminum and are then
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coated with a matte black, type
III hard anodizing. This will provide a lifetime of reliability and
performance.
This particular
SN-3 is equipped with an EREK
elevation knob.
The EREK
(Erector Repositioning Elevation
Knob). The EREK is in a class
of its own and sets the bar very
high for the industry. The entirely unique appearance of the
knob’s large diameter and the
low height gives it a look unlike
any other. With 9 MILS per one
revolution, it allows for a large
amount of travel in a single turn.
The center rough zeroing
screw allows the user to set
where in the knob’s travel the
beginning and end points, allowing the user to adjust where
a zero stop is located or how
many clicks below zero is set.
The windage knob is a U.S. #1
knob and provides for 4.8 MILS
of travel per turn. This particular
specimen has a bit more than
25 MILS total travel for elevation and 20 MILS total travel for
windage. Both knobs are clearly
marked and easy to manipulate,

even when wearing gloves, and
provide for very positive clicks
at each 0.1 MIL graduation. Elevation and windage knob materials consist of stainless, brass
and 4130 Chrome Moly ball detents are tungsten carbide with
a stainless steel jacket. Duel
elevation and windage rebound
springs will insure decades of reliable and accurate adjustments.
The optical quality of the glass is
outstanding and the clarity of the
reticle is phenomenal. The MIL
DOT reticle is green illuminated,
using US Optics new pushbutton
rheostat. This allows the user to
set a preferred brightness level, which the optic will return to
each time it is tuned on. The
variable power adjustment collar on the eyepiece housing is
knurled, well marked, and easy
to manipulate. The reticle being in the first focal plane can
measure accurately at all power
settings. The SN-3 TPAL (turret
parallax) knob is also easily manipulated, and brings the optic
into sharp clarity when adjusted.
The down side to all of this is a
very large optic which is heavy,
weighing in at just over two
pounds and being nearly seventeen inches long without a sunshade makes it a big package.

vast Arizona desert and started
setting up. First we zeroed the
SN-3 TPAL without much ado.
We then decided to get a little
crazy on this occasion, so we
set steel targets at 500 yards
1000 yards, and a whopping
1500 yards. The wind was light
at first, and after getting comfortable behind my trusty accurized
Remington 700 .308, I adjusted
the big EREK knob to 3.6 MILs
and took aim. The one quarter
sized IPSC steel plate was clear
and well defined through the
big scope. I sent the first round
and the steel reported the result
with a clank. I dialed the EREK
Well, time to get out to the knob back to zero, really liking
range. I called up Nate and we the zero stop, and then back up
set a time; we had some other to 3.6 MILs and sent another
things to work on as well, so round down range with the idenwe invited our editor, Mark, to tical result. Mark and Nate both
come with us. We met at our took a few shots at the 500 yard
usual place in the middle of the target and we decided to move
tor. This process involves moving the scope through its full elevation and windage travel then
while looking through the scope
at a bore site grid, turning the
scope back and fourth adjusting
the elevation and windage until
the crosshair is centered and no
longer moves with an arcing pattern on the grid. This process
fully mechanically centers the
erector system within the scope.
I then bore sighted the scope,
using the USO windage adjustable rings to account for windage and the elevation turret to
center the crosshair on the grid.

The first order of business
was to mount the scope onto
my trusty Remington 700 .308
Win. I removed the currently
mounted USO ST-10 from the
USO rings and replaced it with
the USO SN-3 TPAL. The SN-3
is quite a bit larger than the ST10, which required me to move
the rings forward on the rail.
Next, carefully following the detailed instructions included with
the scope, I centered the erec31

on to the 1000yrd also a one
quarter sized IPSC steel plate.
The wind in Arizona is unique
in that if you don’t like it wait a
few minutes and it will change.
I became quite blustery on our
hilltop gusting up to 20mph on
my Kestrel 3500. So with Nate
spotting, we proceeded to try to
hit the 1000 yard target. I dialed in the necessary 11.8MILs
of elevation my bang stick needs
to hit at that range and sent the
first round. Good elevation, bad
wind. The round impacted nearly 2 MILs to the left of the target. The wind continued to get
worse, and needless to say our
efforts to hit 1000 were fruitless
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this day. Now I attribute that 100
percent to the “monkey on the
bang stick” me. At 15OO yards
it was no different, but I was able
to absolutely clearly see the target through the big USO scope.
Additional time was spent in a
more controlled environment.
Shooting from a bench at various ranges out to 600 yards.
The SN-3 TPAL performed flawlessly. The elevation and windage knobs provided for precise
and repeatable adjustments
each time. The scope returned
to zero without fail following
each adjustment.
I highly recommend this ver-

satile scope from US Optics.
The SN-3 TPAL will provide the
user with all around outstanding performance on a variety of
platforms. It is clear and easy
to manipulate. I will be conducting a further review of the scope
focusing on its extended longrange capabilities and ability to
handle high recoil applications.
It is going to be transferred onto
my .338 Lapua Magnum and
we are going to put it through
its paces. Thanks to US Optics
and Mark Anderson of Tactical
MilSim Magazine for providing
me with this outstanding optic to
review.

ARE
YOU
R E A DY ?
By Jamie Wiedeman

Y

ou are near the end of your shift, it’s
almost time to go home and you are
tired. You hear the radio call, Active Shooter / Hostage Situation, this is not a drill!
Simultaneously your cell phone rings, it’s
your team leader, activate the alert procedures, contact the next person on the
roster. It’s only 30 seconds into the notification, and you are already being tasked.
You are monitoring the radio, racing to the
scene, talking on your cell phone; another
call is coming in, instantly you have your
hands full. You’re awake now! Time to focus on the emergency, the clock is ticking,

time is everything now. Time!
The situation won’t wait, and your team
won’t either. Being unprepared is the snowball that starts the avalanche. The stress
level is high. Tension and stress beat you to
the scene; how they affect you depends of
your individual level of readiness. If you’re
not ready now, the mission will certainly
suffer. It can be the difference between
success and failure, life or death. Falling
30 seconds behind can create a self induced environment of personal panic. You
will not think straight, your fine motor skills
will stumble, your performance will suffer,
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are also responsible for the overall readiness of the force. Leaders must be a few
steps ahead of those they are leading. If it
were easy, anyone could lead.
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)
are great resources, and a necessary tool
for any organized element responsible for
rapid crisis reaction. However, SOP’s are
only effective when followed, scrutinized,
and constantly rehearsed. LEO’s and military can all take a lesson from a fire fighter.
They are ready to the point of obsession.
Fire fighters maintain their equipment to an
annoying level, always looking to improve
their reaction time, constantly finding ways
to increase performance. Being prepared
allows a fire fighter to focus on the event.
They are ready and they are ultra efficient.
Not stressed. It’s an art, impressive to observe. Their equipment operates as designed and intended, a key performance
factor that makes a huge difference in mission success. Equipment maintenance is
and you are now even further behind. Ev- crucial, but equipment doesn’t maintain iteryone is watching, simple tasks are now self.
much harder, beads of sweat form on your
Each Law Enforcement Department or
skin, your heart is racing, and situational
awareness is gone as you try to catch up. Military Unit is different. Their responsibiliTime is now the most valuable commodity, ties vary, much different than the fireman,
but it can’t be purchased. There is no sec- and this diversity of their job places them
at a potential readiness disadvantage.
ond chance. No do-over.
Some departments have dedicated SWAT
As a leader, it is imperative your equip- / SRT teams, some are part time. Budgets
ment, weapons, and communications are and personnel vary, but the principles of
100% ready. Leaders will be collecting readiness apply the same to all. Assets difinformation, formulating the plan, issuing fer, yet preparedness is an individual reorders, and reporting to higher command. sponsibility that requires little money, but
A leader must be able to focus on the mis- much effort to accomplish. Each person
sion and rapidly disseminate information to is required and expected to ensure their
the subordinate elements or team leaders. equipment is ready. Anything that can be
Leaders will delegate, but first they must done in advance should be. Seconds add
understand the situation. Leaders must up to minutes. Minutes add up to hours.
set the example for readiness. Leaders Reaction time is what must be minimized.
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Procrastination is not an option. Learn to minute can expend valuable time. Control
think of tasks as time. Even simple tasks all the variables possible, show up ready
require time to complete, time that could for the fight, failure is never an option.
be used more effectively.
Breaching equipment needs to be orgaWeapons should be maintained, lubri- nized, maintained, and a plan for delivery
cated, and ready. Slings, weapon lights, of these tools to the crisis site should be
and accessories, installed, adjusted, and outlined in the SOP. Ladders should not
tested. Batteries should be new or charged be loaned out for personal home mainin all electronic equipment. Ammunition tenance. Gas powered saws should be
must be issued in advance, all magazines ready to go, easy to start, fresh gas, new
loaded. Helmets and vests should be fitted blades, well maintained, in perfect workand tailored to the individual, any equip- ing order, or they are useless. Designate
ment compatibility issues should be sorted a person who is mechanically inclined to
out in training. All communication frequen- keep power tools in top working order. Gas
cies current and radios tested. Secure com- powered equipment needs to be tested
munications are best if possible. Hydration weekly, warmed up, and run to keep them
systems should be full and fresh. Eye pro- operational. Before the operation, start
tection should be clean, replace scratched and warm them up while getting ready if
lenses for better visibility. All of these tasks the situation permits. Hydraulic and Elecare simple, but performing them at the last tric tools must also be maintained. These
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is a consideration as vehicles respond to
a crisis scene. The increased visibility can
prevent a mistake from occurring. All fleet
vehicles should use Rain-X as an added
safety precaution. Use it on your personal
vehicles as well. Your team and family need
you. Make sure the spare tires are inflated
properly, and all tools required to change
a flat are in the vehicle, organized and accessible. Rehearse changing a flat tire, it
Vehicles also need to be maintained. can be accomplished rapidly with practice,
The basic level of maintenance can be plan for the worst.
improved upon with individual attention to
Confidence in your individual equipment
detail. Equipment storage inside vehicles
needs to be organized, and also listed in readiness will reduce much of the stress
the SOP. The more specialized or mission during a crisis. If you are not ready, then
specific the vehicles are, the more train- you will be your own worst enemy. Many
ing is critical to maximizing their effective- of these lessons can be learned in trainness. Checking the oil, gas, and tires is ing through rehearsals. NO ONE is beyond
common, but there is a lot more that can learning, and NO ONE is beyond rehearsbe done. Using Rain-X on all windows and ing. I have never conducted a rehearsal or
exterior mirrors will increase visibility, es- drill that wasn’t beneficial. Each time I was
pecially the side and rear windows. Safety glad I did, and relearned why it is so important. War gaming and briefings only go
so far, hands on practice always uncovers
voids in any plan. That’s why drills are so
critical. There is no substitute for rehearsals
and training. Leaders are responsible for
planning and conducting realistic and challenging training, individuals are responsible for their personal readiness, their gear,
and any equipment tasked to them. Leaders are responsible for inspections. Take
the job seriously, it’s why you volunteered,
but you must realize the responsibility attached to being a first responder.
tools will perform when taken care of. Follow the maintenance instructions and train
with these tools often. Cross train everyone, but designate the best person for the
job as the primary operator. Power generators need to be tested and run weekly
also. Rotate the gas on a schedule, and
always use fuel stabilizer to extend fuel life
for all gas powered equipment.

The military trains daily. When not conducting a real world mission, they train.
They normally aren’t tasked as LEO’s are
with a daily routine, and they have far less
distractions because they are normally
dedicated to a specific role. Military QRF
units in combat often sleep in their gear.
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have is all anyone can do. People make the
difference, not necessarily the equipment.
Study your role, accept the responsibility
you are given, and make a real difference.
Help others be more prepared, share your
experience with the less experienced team
members. Being prepared allows you to
assist your team and unit more. As a leader, delegate to those best suited for certain
tasks. Train hard, and become a more cohesive team. Remember your responsibility to your team, your unit, your community,
and yourself. Do all you can in advance to
be successful. Don’t put yourself in a situation of regret, it may haunt you forever. You
will make a difference, you will save lives,
and you will be better for it. You can’t lie to
yourself. What changes can you make today? What can you implement to be more
prepared? Challenge yourself and others
to be more prepared. Are you ready? If
Being ready does not always require a
there is any doubt, there is work to do.
large budget. Making the most of what you
Modern combat reaction times have been
reduced significantly to keep pace with actionable Intelligence (INTEL) and improved
communications. Civilian first responders,
police, medical, and fire fighter’s jobs can
be harder. They must rapidly transition
from a patrol officer, into what is considered a combat role. They have different
rules of engagement, and are often much
less funded and supported. Mission success for LEO’s rests heavily on the individuals, which is why being prepared is so
important. Individuals can make a huge difference based on their level of readiness.
Military commanders can control their elements easier than police because they are
a captive audience. Police commanders
don’t have the same level of control over
their elements; they are forced to rely on
individual responsibility more.
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Braking
Your
Rifle
By Mark Anderson

Holland Radial Muzzle Brake
The journey to becoming an expert shooter will take a longer for
many because they overlook the importance of how the bullet interacts
with every aspect of the world as it
comes to life. Many shooters believe
that a building a high quality firearm
means buying an expensive rifle from
a name brand manufacturer and giving it to a gunsmith to mount an name
brand optic and play with the bolt or
trigger. The rest of us know better.
Primitive man did not buy a weapon
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from “CaveMart”. They designed and
built their own weapons over and over
through trial and error until they found
the right combination that worked for
them. Today not much has changed,
but the advances in weapons technology have allowed us to take many
things for granted and have reduced
the ability of the average shooter to
screw up the shot. Kind of a one size
fits all solution. However, in our quest
to become an expert shooter we will
learn certain truths. And truth #1 is
knowledge is everything. You must

know yourself, your equipment, and
your environment.
This brings us to an often overlooked aspect of a rifle, the muzzle
brake. Until fairly recent history, it
was assumed that if a rifle “kicked
up” it was because the stock was
built incorrectly, the rifle was held incorrectly, or that it was expected. To
some degree, this is true. However,
due to the inconsistent physical differences of the human body, designing a rifle that will place the barrel
directly in line with the shoulder of
every shooter is an impossibility. Although most manufacturers get very
close, when it comes to precision
long range shooting, we must tune
the rifle our individual physique.
Must people believe that muzzle
brakes simply lessen recoil, sound
louder, and look cool. In fact, a properly tuned brake can lessen the bar-

rel harmonics, reduce the felt recoil, redirect the blast away from
the ground, and stabilize the barrel.
Comments about stabilizing the bullet and making a rifle louder are completely incorrect. Stabilizing the bullet
has more to do with the crowning, rifling, blueprinting the bolt, and sizing
the chamber. As for sound, a muzzle
brake only redirects the sound back
towards the shooter making it “sound
louder”. In fact because much of the
sound is being redirected away from
the target, the report is quieter from
the perspective of the target.
For several months I have had the
opportunity to work with the Radial
Baffle Muzzle Brake provided by Holland Gunsmithing. After inspecting
the Holland Radial Muzzle Brake, I
knew a lot of thought was put into the
design of the brake and I was going to
have to research other muzzle brakes
to better understand the benefits of
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the Holland Radial Muzzle Brake. I
was very intrigued by the radius concept that Holland used in shaping the
baffles. Most muzzle brakes tend to
focus more on a 90 degree porting
system, while a few brakes employ
a more angular approach. The radial
baffle design reveals flaws in both
the 90 degree and angular designs. A
90 degree ported design directs the
gas directly to either side and thus
requires the flat baffle design to be
larger in order to maintain the same
efficiency as a radial design which directs the pressure back and to either
side of the shooter. In this way, the
radial baffle design is more similar to
the angular designs used on some
Barrett and McMillan rifles. However,
angular brakes have to use a large
surface area in order to redirect the
blast and reduce the recoil to a manageable level. By using radial baffles,
which are actually more concave inside than simply radial, the blast is
much more uniformly directed both
back and to either side of the shooter while maximizing the amount forward pressure used to lessen the
recoil. I understand that this is all a
bit technical but the short answer is
that the Holland Radial Muzzle Brake
offers the same capabilities as other
brakes that are twice the size. In this
case smaller IS better!
Further inspection of the radial
baffle also reveals that the interior
horizontal surfaces radius upwards
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Flat Muzzle Brake
as well. This added design feature
further keeps the blast from kicking
up dirt and reduces the muzzle climb.
The addition of three smaller holes
completes the brake and makes for
an impressive muzzle brake with
very little to no muzzle climb.
With the Holland Radial Muzzle
Brake mounted on an M700 with a 16
inch heavy barrel, Manners Stock,
and the U.S. Optics SN-3 Scope, the
brake easily reduced the recoil by half
and eliminated any muzzle climb. In
fact, when I first started using the rifle
in this configuration, I was able to win
a timed challenge where we had to
hit a 6 inch steel plate at 100 yards
with two rounds each in the standing,
kneeling, and prone unsupported
positions. We also had to simulate
a malfunction and end on a loaded
chamber. I went up against 20 plus
other students, most of whom were
already qualified snipers in the Special Operations community. I had only
fired about 50 rounds total through
the rifle in its current configuration,

Holland Radial Muzzle Brake
so I firmly attribute my success to the
balance of the short barreled configuration and the total responsiveness
and control provided by the Holland
Radial Muzzle Brake.

I would like to extend a well deserved thank you to Holland Gunsmithing as it took a while for us to
properly research their Muzzle Brake.
I would also like to thank Manners,
Seekins, and U.S. Optics for their
support in providing the components
that make this review possible.
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4-16x44
Triple
Duty
Riflescope
By Jim Dawson

O

n average most shooters will tell you that you should spend between one third to
one half of what you paid for your rifle, on your scope. Although this is a good rule
to follow, I believe in searching for the best value. After doing some preliminary research of various products I contacted Sightmark to review their 4-16x44 Triple Duty Riflescope. I felt that it had a good potential to serve as a great target scope as well as in
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a law-enforcement roll. In short I was looking for a scope that could go from the case
to a shooting platform without the physical
abuse of combat. For a scope in the $200
range, I was impressed by the packaging.
The came in a box with the scope suspended in foam. Also in the box was the
user manual, scope rings, and warranty
information. The scope also had a very
nice fit and finish. Triple Duty Riflescope
is a second focal plane with mil-dot reticle
and side parallax adjustment. This setup
is typical for a second focal plane system.
There are also two illumination colors red
and green each having settings 0-11. The
lockable windage and elevation knobs are
in 1/8” MOA adjustments. Which is perfect
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for precision shooting but beyond the capabilities of the average shooter.

”Overall impressions
point to a solid scope.”
For the testing of this scope it was
mounted on a Savage 93R17 bolt action
rifle chambered in 17HMR. This round is
not high recoil but is a very accurate round
and a viable option for testing this scope
for adjustment accuracy and repeatability.
After the scope was mounted to the rifle it
was zeroed at 100 yards.

After the initial zeroing I was playing
around with the scope some. The locking
turrets do lock up tight; however the locking knobs take several full turns to lock and
unlock. When they are unlocked they rotate
around very freely. The turrets themselves
have very solid audible clicks. My only concern is the use of 1/8 MOA adjustments.
The majority of people without using a gun

vise would not be able to shoot accurately
enough for 1/8 MOA adjustments to be viable. The turrets also have hash marks for
½ MOA to the left and right of the zero line.
This would not be such an issue if the turrets were ¼ MOA adjustments; meaning
there a total of 8 positions on either side of
zero. I did run into a problem where the elevation turret seemed to be jammed up after the turret had been zeroed out at about
4MOA in both directions. That problem did
go away after I made the turret rotate past
the position it was becoming stuck. This is
typical for most scopes and you should always run the scope adjustments through
its full range in order to work out any stiffness.
So the next thing to find out was the
repeatability of the adjustments. Now on
the 0 MOA base I had 40.5 MOA up from
my zero which is a decent amount. So for
checking the repeatability I turned the elevation turret up 5 turns and back down to
zero several times. Then shot some groups
to see if the scope had in fact returned to
the original zero position and I am happy
to say it did just that. This is where most
scopes in the $200 range fall short.
Moving on, the illumination of the reticle
is fairly bright for both colors, however I
would not be expecting to use it in day light.
The lower settings on the other hand don’t
seem to light the reticle evenly. The center
is lit well but the outer edges fade out. The
only real down side is at night. The lowest
setting seems a bit bright and causes some
blooming of the reticle. For the illumination
only the center mil portion is illuminated.
The coated glass is extremely nice considering the price range of this scope. There
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are no noticeable artifacts or major distortions in the image through the zoom range.
The image does darken some as you go
higher in the magnification range but that
is to be expected. The scope is clear and
only slightly blurred around the edges of
the view. The mil-dot reticle has fairly thin
lines. This does help with the point of aim
though I did find myself losing the center
against some of the targets being used.
Overall impressions point to a solid
scope. With very nice coated glass this
scope gives the user a good image, and
the mil dot being a widely used and useful
reticle it is versatile. The illumination of the
reticle also allows use in lower light condi-
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tions. The turrets have good solid and accurate adjustments. Also, the scope has a
generous amount of elevation available.
For the $200 price range this is a reasonable buy with great features.

I would like to acknowledge Sightmark
for providing these scopes to review. Remember, we will be reviewing the same
scope to see just how well it holds up over
time. We’ll throw in a little combat abuse
as well.
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Fawn Tran

Interview

by MSG (Ret.) MadMax Mullen

Q: I want to thank you Fawn, for taking time out of your busy hectic
schedule to sit do for this interview, I have wanted to conduct this interview for a while. By the way how did get the name “Red Phoenix”?
I’m a big time Action movie, martial movie fanatic. You have the intensity of the character Red Phoenix from the X-men.
A: Hi Max, thanks for having me!
Yes, my given birth name Phuong in Vietnamese means ‘Phoenix’ as well
as ‘direction & destiny’. A Phoenix is a mythical firebird which lives in the
desert. After a 500-1000 year cycle, burns itself to ashes on a pyre, and
then rises from the ashes, and renews to live another lifecycle.
Funny you mention about ‘Red Phoenix’. An interesting scenario happened while on a daily run & hike up Runyun Canyun, a popular destination in Hollywood/Los Angeles. I crossed paths with the actress, Famke
Janssen, who happens to play ‘Dark Phoenix’ in X-men! Although we did
not speak, it was a surprise and honor to be near her presence. She’s a
talented actress, and played arguably one of the most powerful mutants on
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X-men. This year also happens to fall in The Dark
Water Dragon Year, I just find this to be in correlation with all my own signs. My birthdate falls into
many water and fire signs also. The Dragon when
placed with the Phoenix not only strengthens relationships, it can relight the fires of a kindling relationship with the fiery energy of the Phoenix.

myself to explore further. I am open to learning new styles & forms to increase my skills and
knowledge, from even more soft, fluid forms such
as wushu, aikido to gymnastics, pilates & yoga.

I recently took a class in Brazilian jujitsu, and am
seeing more ground fighting being incorporated
into the more traditional styles. Krav maga has an
Red, which represents passion,love, courage, open-ended symbol to their art, to allow for everyhappens to be one of my favorite colors as well thing to be utilized so they can make it more pracas many different shades of blue..quite a contrast, tical in an everyday life setting for self-defense.
just like how my own life is being played out..like
yin and yang. The fire of the Phoenix naturally My main style remains though with which I started
with in kickboxing. I will start training again soon
makes it ‘The Red Bird – King of all Birds’
in muay thai & krav maga. I’m also encouraged
Q: Come to think of it, I saw a picture of you in to practice Kali/Silat and Jeet Kune Do developed
a black shinny cat suit and you reminded me by Master Bruce Lee.
of the actress Kelly Hu who played the charter
Lady Deathstrike, the mutant, who fought Wol- I practice and retain all I can, but do not feel
verine in the movie “X-Men (X2)”. Have you bonded to any particular form. My initial reasons
ever been mistaken for her?
A: Why thank you, that’s a very cool compliment. I find Kelly Hu to be a great role model in
the direction I am pursuing relative to film stunts
& modeling. She comes off as cool, confident
& well-spoken. In addition to her striking physical beauty, she possesses an inner strength that
pierces through, all the while being herself and
doing whatever strikes her fancy. (albeit ‘Lady
Deathstrike’) . I believe I’ve been mistaken once
or twice for her, graciously humbled by it.
Q: How long have been involved in the Martial
Arts, and what styles have you studied? You
seem to take your Martial Arts training serious.
A: I would say 13 years+ I remember starting
back up again right at the end of 1999.
I took a few years of karate as a teenager where
the style was developed and established as the
Silksondan (Vietnamese) system.
Thereafter, I studied and practiced varying degrees of martial arts & combat sports in American kickboxing, tae kwon do, boxing, muay thai,
& krav maga. I started with American kickboxing,
then as I got stronger over the years, I challenged
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were for fitness & self-defense, and the physical
& philosophical teachings, and that still remains. I
personally have no real interest in competing with
others to prove my skills in terms of public recognition and reward. I find it satisfying to compete
only with myself and to challenge and overcome
any limits that were placed there before, physically and mentally. An occasional spar now and
then is fine.
Q: I see that you were born in Vietnam do you
have any memories, and when did you move
to the states?
A: No, unfortunately I don’t. I left when I was only
18 months and have no memories of escaping the
devastating war and fall of Saigon. I’ve visited
once and definitely plan to go back again in the
future.
Q: What movie projects have you been involved with and how did you get involved in to
the film industry?
A: I have done film projects on a smaller scale
from main character in video games to extra
background work for music videos, t.v. sitcoms
and short films.
The videogame projects developed and created
back home in Virginia/D.C. is where I got my start.
I came to see how the entire process all came
together and what was involved to turn an initial
idea into reality.
My enthusiasm, imagination & curiosity for the
exciting, fun entertainment industry led me to my
first early audition after I saw the posted flyer at
my school, Jhoon Rhee TKD. I then finally took a
leap of faith and made the move out to Hollywood,
California. The beauty of being a late bloomer is it
goes to show that no matter at what point in your
life, whatever you decide to put your mind, heart
and soul towards, and take action to make it happen, anything is possible~
Q: How did you get involved in stunts and
stunt fighting, what type of stunts do you do
besides fighting? You seem to be well rounded have you ever been seriously injured per50

forming your stunts?
A: Again, I would attribute it to my early start with
the videogame project. I played a fighting character with martial arts skills, and there is where I
picked up on the art of fight choreography. Once
I made my move to L.A., I kept meeting and connecting with people in the stunt film industry and
here, there’s no shortage of talent, training facilities and resources to continue the art.
I have yet to be seriously injured, but my first high
fall during this stunt practice was not the grandest for me, due to nerves and the unknown. I just
laughed it off, and eventually they gave me another chance, and I did better, thank goodness. I

also fell on my tongue during one fight workshop,
but it healed within a week. I don’t talk much anyways, so it was all good..haha

Q: What type of weapons training have you
done? You seem to be well rounded what other hobbies do you enjoy doing?

Q: Who is your favorite action star, and what
female action star and martial artist do you admire and why?

A: I have just recently learned Filipino Kali stick
fighting, and have been exposed to the art of
sword fighting, and would like to practice more.
Shooting ranges and tactical paintball fields have
A: Oh, I would say my favorite action star would been visited a few times, so I have been taught
be Jackie Chan, with doing his own wild stunts how to handle a gun with live bullets.
and having a great range of emotions and facial
expressions to make for a top stunt action star.
Now that I have made my way to the Westcoast, a
memorable vacation to Hawaii got my start to the
As for females, the action star I truly admire is An- world of surfing the waves. I’ve involved myself
gelina Jolie. She also embodies the warrior spirit in full marathons and fun, muddy obstacle course
in which her raw emotions play out in her roles in races, and training for a future triathlon when the
action films. She is complex, yet it’s her compas- time is right. I want to sky and deep blue sea dive,
sionate side that I wish to identify with as her role motor dirt bike riding, horseback riding, etc. And
of UN ambassador to be a real life heroine…very being in Hollywood, you come to know and learn
inspirational, and the best teachers and leaders about dangerous stunts too such as wirework,
are those who can inspire others.
high falls, and fire stunts. I am the phoenix, so I
believe I have to fulfill that destiny.
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On the lighter side, I simply love practicing yoga,
pilates, gymnastics, dance; and then extend out
into the field & art of alternative natural holistic
healing. Laughing is a great way to work the abs.
For 1 minute of laughing is an equivalent of 10
minutes on the rowing machine. And as much as
I am active, I do take breaks and enjoy my all-time
favorite art of napping at any given moment. I find
this to be one form of self healing & meditation.
What is a true martial artist without their everyday profound wisdom and sometimes unconventional thinking with what we call ‘philosophy’? I
study and practice daily in continuously raising
my sense of awareness to higher levels of consciousness, to realize we are spiritual beings having a human experience. Being ego-driven and
having material possessions become less of an
importance as it is to realizing that you and The

Source are One. That we are here to find the
love, strength & peace within ourselves and come
forth to help serve others.
My creative side comes out through my poetry
writings that you might say have a hip-hoppish
flavor kick to it at times. As I have humbly given
myself the title of ‘The Wild Rose Warrior Lovr,
Rockin’ Azn Wonder Woman / Red M&M Ninja
Rapper’..any questions? lol
Q: Are you into weapons training, martial arts
weapons, and fire arms, and what is your favorite martial arts weapon?
A: I AM..and gearing to become skilled in everything from handling firearms, sword fighting,
throwing knives & ninja stars to whips and ball
chains, don’t get me started off a tangent again
now..(think “Kill Bill”)
Q: What does the future for you hold and are
there project you are working on now?
A: As the Phoenix entering into 2012, The Year
of the Dragon, the combined energies of the two
powerful mythological creatures, it has gotten me
more excited and enthusiastic to uncover and
‘unleash the beast’ of what’s to come. The times
prior was of planting seeds and getting my myself
acquainted and immersed into a new direction
and a taking a path less traveled. If it were easy,
everybody would be doing it.
There a few projects, t.v. and comic films/videogame, that have been collaborated and discussed. There will always be unforeseen delays,
but that’s the nature of the business. I still enjoy
and will continue to pursue modeling and promotional & charitable events. I love life, having fun
and giving back, it’s the only way to be free and
happy.
“Your thoughts you think color your world, along
with emotions create your reality~ When Light &
Water mix, you make a rainbow! Yayy! Be Light &
Water my friend”
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Interview with IndieArms
By MSG (Ret.) “Mad Max” Mullen

ons used on the film.
It took a couple of days for the idea to ferment in my
brain after that particular shoot, but I slowly came to
the realization that the accumulation of all of my life
experiences could really have some value to those
wanting to portray the same aspects in film. To fully
understand this, you would have to understand the
way I have lived my life. That range of experience includes having served my country as a US Navy Corpsman, Paramedic, volunteer Firefighter, Search and
Rescue technician, and being an avid long-range target shooter, weapons aficionado, Action Film/adrenaline junkie….I sought adventure wherever I could find
it. At the completion of my involvement in this action
film in the role of armorer, I knew I had found my niche
in the industry.
Since then I have also realized, that in order to give
our clients the best service possible, I needed to learn
almost every aspect of film-making, or at least have
a good familiarization with it. Because of that, I have
been given the nickname “The Swiss-Army knife of
Action Film-Making”. It’s badge of honor that I humbly
wear and have gone to the School of Hard Knocks and
Experience to earn.
Q: How did you come up with the name IndieArms?
A business name should say something about who
you are and should resonate with those that might
seek your services. I love the Independent Film market because they seek to create the “suspension of
disbelief” on a total budget that most major films consider an hourly or daily expense. We wanted to provide prop weapons and anything associated to those
weapons to the smaller budget market. The combination of those two aspects made it an easy choice for
a company name, and came to me just sitting at my
computer while researching the feasibility of creating a
company that would cater to that market.

Q: DOC how did you get into technical advising
for movies and how long have you been involved
with film making?
I started in the film business back in 2004 as a camera operator and a sound engineer. Camera operation was my passion, and audio engineering was
my education. The technical advising aspect came
about while working with a independent film that I
had been hired on as a camera operator. The executive producer knew I was former military and asked
me to help him out with a few scenes in his action
film. At the conclusion of that film I realized that my
experiences up to that point could really translate
onto film well and really give a sense of realism and
authenticity. That realization was further re-enforced
when that same film won several prestigious honors
in an international student film festival. My payment
for that expertise was being given the props weap-

And Indie Arms is easy to say, it rolls off the tongue
smoothly.
Q: What set IndieArms apart from other production companies? It must be a pretty competitive
industry, how do you get a leg up?
Uniforms, prop weapons, VFX/SFX services, technical
advising, stunt coordination, vehicle sourcing, producing, weapons training can all be sourced separately for
any film. Indie Arms, however, is able to handle all of
those aspects without wasting time in having to have
someone else on staff coordinate all the different vendors. When we step in on a project, they have the benefit of all our many contacts in the industry (from prop
manufacturers to aircraft owners). And I refuse to add
a percentage to our vendor’s rates as a surcharge for
my time. What they charge, that is the price you pay
for their services. Too many other people in the biz
add a percentage for sourcing an aspect they don’t di-
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closely with lighting crews, camera crews, actors, directors, and cinematographers. Because of that, we
develop relationships with these individuals. Frequently, we are actually given a copy of a script to help
with mapping the scenes and suggesting lighting and
camera positions/angles for those sections that we
are involved in. Not too many other props/weapons
houses can show that level of involvement.
That’s the level of service Indie Arms provides and
what really sets us apart.
Q: What goes into picking the right weapon for the
characters for a film? Do you have that freedom or
do you go by what the director wants for a particular scene?
That completely depends on the script and the story
being told. Pre-production meetings are held, and that
very subject is brought up. What latitude on weapon
selection do I have? Are there specific weapons that
the characters must have? Do they have the training
necessary to accurately handle those weapons? We
factor all those aspects into our plans for the on-set
days. We always bring extra weapons, both as alternate choices and for replacing any prop weapon that
may be damaged in use on set.

rectly supply and I despise this aspect of film-making.
If my company is attached to a film, we are already being paid for our services. There is no need to squeeze
the last dime out of an already cash strapped production just to increase our profit margin. This spreads
goodwill amongst the vendors that I recommend, and
makes them more competitive and affordable to the
film. But, I am very selective about those vendors I
recommend because they reflect on my company and
its reputation directly. Here in Southern California, we
have some large companies that do the same thing
we do, but they are geared for the Major Production
industry, and they specialize in one area. You don’t
get that personal service we give. As the owner of the
company, my cell phone is always on and I am reachable by our clients, day or night.
For the even smaller budgeted projects, one’s that
don’t have the time or finances to cast and train a unit
of actors for SWAT, Military, Spec Ops, Law enforcement, we can assist there as well. We have a team of
highly trained actors that we can offer to the production
as a “turn-key” team. All they need to know is what the
action is they are doing. They come with everything
needed to portray their role, including wardrobe.
What really sets us apart is the level of film-making
experience we bring to a production. We have to work
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Many times, I am given the green light to outfit the
actor as I see fit. This means that I have to be extremely competent on what is in use or was in use for
the time period/location/and usage the script is written
for. The actors will come to my set area, where I have
everything laid out for ease of getting them dressed
out. While assisting them into wardrobe/tactical gear,
I try to help their motivation for the role that they are
portraying. I have gotten pretty creative with my motivational speeches to get them into character. When
I finally hand them their weapon, I reiterate the safety rules to them and have them look me in the eye
and agree. Usually by that time, I see a change from
somebody playing a role to someone being that role.
And handing them the prop weapon is what seals it,
since it is the last thing they get before stepping in on
set.
Q: How many film projects have you worked on
and what was your favorite?
As much as I am ashamed of saying it…..I have lost
track of the number of productions we have been involved in. The number is above 100+. But, keep in
mind, we extend past movie productions and assist in
still/advertisement photography as well.
What was my favorite film that we have been involved
in? I have to say, it was “Dilated” a short film that Indie
Arms was brought in on and we had input with every
aspect of the film having to do with visuals. This was
filmed by FPS Productions, an amazing and ambitious
crew of student film-makers out of UCLA. We were
able to get film permits in the LA River Basin (in the

same area Transformers was filmed), filmed scenes
in an abandoned hospital’s morgue, and had the run
of a city park for a weekend. Crew was 50+ people
and the cast was over 125 people. I was personally
given a Producer’s credit on this, amongst the other
credits we received, because of the level of work involved on this. I was so impressed with the ability of
the director/executive producer of the film, Brian “BLT”
Tan, I asked him to join my company as our Business
Manager.
Should you want to see “Dilated” go to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ca_vir0wGDM
But, you never know what is around the next corner.
That next production could very well be my new favorite.
Q: I have worked on a few films myself and was
blown away on how much work goes into making a film. I can almost imagine what you must go
through on set, what’s the hardest part when it
comes to what you do on set?
Film-making has some similarity to being in the service. The more you sweat in training, the less you
bleed in battle. Pre-production is where the most
headaches come into play. Getting everything coordinated and set up for principle photography, is where
you sweat the most. Once you have that down and
covered, the pain you feel on set is minimized. You
always have contingency plans for anything you can
foresee. And if something comes up that you didn’t
plan for……adapt and overcome. That’s my motto,
drummed into me from my service days, and it has
served me well to this day.
But the hardest thing I have to deal with on set is making sure the integrity of both the set and my props are
maintained. We try to head that off in the daily cast
and crew briefings I require. I look at everyone in the
group and make sure they understand: “If you are not

issued a prop weapon, you do not touch a prop weapon. Find the armorer or one of his assistants”. And
we always have a presence on set when the weapons
are deployed.
Q: You have a pretty impressive armory of weapons what’s your favorite and what is the weapon
of choice that is in vogue with the movie industry?
My favorite is our M60E4. It’s a demilitarized, real
steel platform that has been turned into a prop and
comes with the full M2 tripod and T&E. We also have
the Pintle mount for it, so we can throw it up on a HMMVW gunner’s turret for picture vehicle use. We are
the only independent film oriented prop weapons company on the West Coast that has one of these to my
knowledge. We are building 2 M2 50 cal’s right now
(one HB version, the other an AC) out of real parts.
They will have Oxy/Propane rigs in them for the full
visual effect. Once those are done, I might have to
change my mind about what my favorite is.
As to what is in vogue, three weapons systems come
to mind and are the most rented here. The MP5, the
M4, and AK. And I don’t see that changing anytime
soon. The funny thing I can mention about this, is that
there is one weapon system I cannot seem to rent out
because of a popular TV show, which I loved. The
F/N P90, as unique as it is, was “ruined” for any other
production. You see that weapon, you instantly think
of that show.
Q: Where do you see your company in the next 10
years?
Actually, I have been thinking about this quite heavily
lately. First, we will be expanding to be able to provide
real steel (modified) Class III weapons to film, following the BATFE guidelines to the letter. We are already
in discussion with parties to that effect and things are
looking very good in that direction.
Another important goal for us is to establish the name
Indie Arms as a well respected name in the weapons
rental business outside the Southern California film
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market. Film production trends have shown that the
market is no longer centralized in the generic “Hollywood” area any longer. There are film “hotspots”
popping up all over the US. New Mexico and New
Orleans are just two of those areas, and we want to
enter those markets, with either a direct presence, or
to assist partner companies in serving those areas.
Q: Are you eventually going to get into making
your own films?
It’s actually a rare thing, once you get into the film industry, to not think about making your own films. I am
not exempt from that. I would love to film a screenplay I have been thinking about and working on over
the past year or so. But I would need to find a real
screenwriter, because my abilities in that aspect are
sorely lacking.
I have done a lot of the legwork on it, discussing the
feasibility of shooting it at a military base, talking with
helo crews on base, and getting the US Army’s Public
Relations to return my calls. All in hopes that I can
find a writer to get involve and fix the mess I made of
my “screenplay”. But it will be something I can throw
everything Indie Arms has to offer into. Hey, like I said,
I am an action film junkie.
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Q: Doc, thanks for the interview is there anything
you would like to say to the Tacsim readers enclosing?
The most important thing I can say relates to safety
and public perception. We strive for realism, whether it’s for film or for simulations and re-enactments.
Always be cognizant of what you are doing and who
sees you doing what you love. In this day and age,
there are people who do not understand what we do
and why we love doing it, and they can easily mis-construe our intentions. They cannot be blamed for it. It is
our responsibility to make sure what we do and where
we do it is never thought of as a threat to public safety.
Q: Thank you Doc and for your service to our
country IndieArms is “mad Max Approved”…Lol!
MSG Mullen, my thanks is offered to you as well. Both
for your extensive service and sacrifice for our country
and this opportunity to introduce Indie Arms to your
readers. I can be reached through our website’s contact page if your readers have any questions or would
like to discuss our services more.

For those who have
hunted armed men
-training will never be the same-

Founded by former members of DELTA FORCE,
TigerSwan specializes in conducting
the most realistic combat training possible.
MTTs and regularly scheduled courses are offered at our range in the Fort Bragg area.

Call today for more information (919) 439-7110 or visit www.TigerSwan.biz
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